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For Those Who
Didn't Attend
The Instruction
Committee,
recently re-named the Committee on Academic Policy, is one of the most Important
factors in the determination
of the College's academIc pohcy.
When the faculty voted last week to deny students the nght
of equal representation
on this committee,
they set the
much-touted
"college community"
back a good many years.
It's apparent
that the faculty considers students
"responsible" enough to sit in equal numbers with faculty on the
Monographs
Committee
or the Library Committee.
Unfortunately,
we're not quite "responsible"
enough to merit
parity on the most important committee of all.
Furthermore,
the fact that a mere 56% of the full-time
faculty were present and voting on this important
question is
as disturbing as the results of the vote itself. It seems that an
entirely too sizeable percentage
of the faculty didn't think
the issue important
enough to merit their attendance
at the
meeting. This is hard to understand,
since the Omwake
Proposal, which was voted down last Wednesday, represented
the cuhnination
of a year's work by the Ad Hoc Committee
on Student Representation
on Faculty Committees.
With authority comes responsibility,
or so we've been told.
With the voting authority
which the faculty
enjoys must
come a responsibility
to attend at least those meetings at
which important issues are being considered.

seems to be some

confusion about the origins of
the "Rethink ... Restructure"
flyers which have appeared on
campus. These flyers have mistakenly
been
accredited to

and faculty who are tentatively
planning a College "self-evalua-

tion" period.
The flyers were initiated
and distributed
by an independent student affiliated with
neither group.

Satyagraha and to other campus
groups.
- These flyers were not the
work of the Satyagraha editors
or staff.

Similarly, the "11 point
proposal"
presented
in the

Letters to the Editor

To the Editors:
I shall address myself to limited aspects of Mr. Walters' letter
(this newspaper, March 10, 1970),
reserving fuller comment for a
later date and possibly another
medium.
At the time of this writing I
have not had the opportunity to
ask Mr. Walters what he has in
mind insofar as he has called upon
"all the students and interested
faculty of Connecticut College"
to help, apparently in regard to
the matter of my not having been
recommended by my department
for a further appointment at this
College.
1 was much pleased to learn
that Mr. Walters had been concerned about my well-being sufficiently to write a letter to this
newspaper. However, I found his
general appeal to the College community as puzzling as it might
have been embarrassing to others
Who makes the decision that a teacher's
contract will not among us. I thought that in my
be renewed? How much weight does student opinion carry, discussion with him I had emphatparticularly
the Student Advisory Committees?
What power ically stated the opposite of what
of decision does the faculty have in regard to termination
of his appeal implies, to wit, that
under no conceivable circumfaculty employment?
These are vital questions which should stances will I consider remaining
concern
the entire
College community.
Let's bring this at Connecticut College after the
process of termination
of employment
into the open, instead expiration of my present appointof veiling it behind
a mysterious
wall of secrets,
and ment in June 1970.
To be sure, I believe that I have
administrative
jargon.
Student
opinion
should not come
been trifled with by members of
after-the-fact
in the form of petitions,
but should
be
the administration of this College
assimilated
in the decision-making
process
through
the and unfairly treated by my deStudent Advisory Commi ttees.
partment. However, my only public concern in the matter is to
ensure as far as possible that there
shall be no repetition of the same
treatment for others who, broadly
speaking, may be said, now or
We congratulate
the students
who established
the free henceforth, to be slli1iIarly situcollege of Connecticut
College.
ated.
I am interested, not in justice
The initiative
and innovative
spirit shown by these
for
myself, but in the truth which,
students indicates that the end of Special Studies does not
touching as it does upon a number
necessarily mean the end of academic experimentation.
of major issues that are troubling
The free college is a loose assortment
of seminars dealing colleges and universities throughwith a wide range of topics-from
pornography
to revolution
out this country, I should hope
will edify us all, however, damagto "healthy
hotplate
cooking." The leaders of the seminars,
which meet Tuesday,
Wednesday
or Thursday
nights have ing it may prove to me personally.
In this endeavor, there are
volunteered
to conduct
discussions on those subjects which
those who are interested but who
interest them. Thus, no claim to expertise is made.
cannot help; and there are those
We encourage
student and faculty participation-vthis
is a who can help but who are uninterested. Thus it ever was and, I
joint learning experience.
suspect, ever shall be. Happily, my
silent meditation upon these matters for some months has prepared
me, should I be required, to stand
alone-a posture all too familiar to
Established 1916
~
those who would dare to know
the truth.
Published
by the students
of Connecticut
College every Tuesday
th!oughout
the college year from September
to June, except
during
Yours sincerely,
mid-years and vacations.
Joyce Mitchell Cook

A Wall of Secrecy?

The Experiment

As to the second part, my aim
is not to imitate Marcuse with
whom I disagree. I think of myself more like St. Anselm than
Marcuse, but I suppose that from
Mr. Wittington's viewpoint, no
Jay-bird could ever pretend to be
like a Saint.
Sincerely yours,
Lester J. Reiss
Associate Professor
of Philosophy
To the Editors:
I am writing to express my
deep regret over the termination
of Mrs. Sabine Jordan. Last semester I took Mrs. Jordan's first year
German course, which I dropped
in order to prevent receiving an
inevitable "F." However I must
stress that the "F" 1 would have
received is an indication of the
fact that I failed as a student, and
not that Mrs. Jordan failed as a
teacher. In my seven semesters at
Conn, I state honestly, unequivocally, and emphatically, I have not
had a more competent,
concerned, or qualified professor. It
was a pleasure and a privilege to
sit in her class; and even after I
had dropped the course, I continued to attend it until the end
of the semester.
I urge that the administration
reconsider its decision; for the
termination
of Mrs. Jordan's
appointment means an irreparable
loss for the entire college community.
Sincerely,
Barbara Keshen '70

§a~~

Second class entry authorized

1

at New London,
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They were also not the
work of the group of students

To the Editors:
I would like to invite Mr ) W
Walters to meet and sha~e'
information with the Ad Hoc
Committee on Black Faculty Recruitment concerning the distressing charges in his letter in the
March 10 issue of Satyagraha. The
work of our Committee becomes
foolish and dishonest if the kind
of racism he suggests is practiced
or countenanced by anyone on
this campus.
William Meredith

U;

To the Editor:
I must reply to Mr. Wittington's characterization of me as a
shrill, raucous Jay-bird whose aim
is to become the new Marcuseeast. As to the first part of that
comment, I think that Mr. Wittington has misplaced his adjectIV~s: what he means to say is that
while some of his best friends are
Jay-birds, I am too aggressive and
pushy to suit his delicate sensibilities.

continue teaching. Three stud
did not sign. (Four were entg
contacted.)
not
. When presented with the petition, President Shain explained
that although he agreed that Mrs.
Jordan was an excellent teacher
the fundamental reason for th'
decision to fire her was that the e
re
~as a "1.persona tty conflict'' with.
to the department. This argument
often used in the past to remov'
"t rou bl esome "h teac ers from thee
c~mpus, rests on the logic that
smce Conn has chosen to consu.
t~te it~elf as a community, all
disrupting forces, all those who
endanger the tranquility of others
must be eliminated. Mrs. Jordan i~
~ thorn. in the side of too many
influential people; therefore surgery is called for, she must be
removed. The mandate has been
made clear-if one wants to continue teaching at Conn one must
not rock the boat or presume to
criticize the existing structure and
policies of our institution. Does
such an institution deserve to be
left standing?

To the Editors:
Sabine Jordan, teacher of German, is being fired by Connecticut
College. The report from the German department
recommending
termination of appointment listed
the following charges against Mrs.
Jordan: she is quarrelsome and
difficult to work with; her courses
are too difficult; she prejudges her :
students; although she has not yet
finished her dissertation, she has
participated in campus activities.
This recommendation for terminal
appointment was made without
consultation with the Student Advisory Committee. Consequently,
a petition was circulated among
all those students currently at
Conn who have at one time been
students of Mrs. Jordan. The
response
was overwhelmingapproximately 80 students signed
the petition stating that Mrs. Jordan was an excellent teacher and
asking that she be allowed to

The charges against Mrs. Jordan's competence as a teacher are
all reducible to the fact that she is
thought to be "too hard"-Le.,
her standards are too high for
Conn. Students are expected to
feel grateful that the opportunity
to elect a course which would
prove to be challenging, of stiff
intellectual demand, has been denied to them. The implication is
that we are to have only courses
which offer one level of demand
on the student's
capabilitiesmoderate. Mrs. Jordan is accused
of having given somewhere in the
vicinity of 9 F's in three years-is
it so terribly painful for this college to admit that not every
course is for every student? The
ridiculous aspect of these charges
is enhanced since they are being
maintained in spite of the fact
that Mrs. Jordan's students have
voiced their opinion in the aforementioned
petition-a
petition
which was signed by almost all of
those very students who received
F's or who were forced to drop
her courses.
The charges against Mrs. Jordan are offensive. It is that Simple.
In order for this college to recover
its integrity, Sabine Jordan's termination of appointment must be
reconsidered.
Joan Dagle, '71
(Continued on Page 6, Col. 2)
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After the Eclipse

The sun was dying.
We gathered together to observe its passing half in fun h If
.
f
h t .
II
'
, a on awe
0 course,
walt
was a about.
.
t
. h
. Merely a freak of na t ure. Y·el
KnOWing,
strearmnf out 0 see It appen ... peenng at tiny obscure shad
.
f fliimsy paper ... our rrun
. ds grasping back to othe
ows hon
pieces 0
.
h
th
I did
reras,ot
er
c Iirnes, \V ere 0. er peap es ie to save the sun from dying.
The sun was dying,
The earth grew dark, and still, and very cold. We shivered. The shadow
passed.
We laughed again, and talked again, and worried, privately, that we had
glanced upward once too often, and went about our business aga
The sun was dying.
m.
The earth is dying.
We gather together to observe its passing half in fun half
Knowi
'
, natu one ear.
owing, 0 f course w h··11
at It IS a about. 1erely
a freak of
B
this time a freak of human nature.
r.
Ul
The earth is dying.
For the dark shadow which eclipses us and aU OUf hopes and dream is
the shadow of a man, not of a moon.
It is the ~ha~ow of man the polluter; astride this narrow world with a
beer can In hIS fist.
It is the shadow of man the profitmaker~ trading in his brothers and
sisters for pieces, and places, and pleasures.
It is the shadow of rna!' l~e prejudger; who despises his own emptiness
so deeply that he fills It with hatred for hi, brother· his black brother
his poor brother, his communist,
atheist, non-conf~rmist
brother hi~
brother-brother
who gets in his way.
'
The earth is dying.
The shadow is wowing. Life is growing darker and very, very cold. \ e
are our own eclIpse.

r

"And it was about the sixth hour, and there was a darkness over all the
earth until the ninth hour. And the sun was darkened, and the veil of
the temple was rent in the midst. And when Jesus had cried out with a
loud voice he said "Father into thy hands I commit my spirit" and
having said that he gave up the ghost."
,
Rev. Barrie Shepherd

CONTROVERSY
by Kathy McCarthy,
At
Connecticut
College
everyone
is encouraged
to
think for themselves; just don't
try to say what you think. You
may get flunked, or you may
get fired, It is Sabine Jordan's
habit to· say what she thinks,
even-greatest
of all effronleries-if no one asks her. She's
been fired.
Of the other reasons for her
dismissal, the strangest is that
she participates
in campus activities even though she has not
finished
her dissertation.
in
other
words,
she not only
works at Connecticut
College,
but also lives here. Probably
the most serious charge is that
she pre-judges her students. On
tlus point the failure of the
faculty and administration
involved in the case to adequately assess student opinion can
be measured by the petition
given to President Shain within
a week after the disclosure of
her dismissal. More than 95%
of her present and former students called for Sabine Jordan,
"one of the finest teachers" at
Connectirut
College, to be reinstated. Many among the signatures were those alleged victims of her prejudgment
and
inflexibility.
However, the claims made
against Mrs. Jordan's teaching
ability
cannot
mean
much,
since President Shain has kindly offered to give her a recommendation
so that she may go
and teach somewhere else. Why
can't she teach here? The most
serious charge against her is
that she is quarrelsome, hard to
get along with. For instance,
with singular effort Mrs, Jordan succeeded
in introducing
five hours of beginning German
per week to replace the magic

Carolyn Knight
March 6 studeni

'71

number
three which has so
long been cherished here.
E vi den t I y , Mrs. Jordan
doesn't understand
that Connecticut
College is a community, and that we are all
civilized
people
here. When
others more powerful disagree
with us, we hold silence or pass
impassioned
whispers of protest along the back row of
classrooms and faculty meetiogs. We don't push here, even
if we believe that we can do
something to improve our academic "lives", we don't nght
to make that something real.
We file memoranda when the
boss says nO.
As President
Shain asked
me, do you think that what
happens between students and
teachers
in their classrooms
should receive more consideration than harmony
between
professional members of a department? If harmony is what
is bought at the price of a
teacher
like Sabine Jordan.
then who can afford it? That
kind of harmony means use the
proper channels, file another
memorandum,
and another,
and another, until one day you
find the best part of your mind
lying all sketched out in your
own bottom drawer.
In view of the petition by
Mrs. Jordan's
students,
the
President has consented to consider re-opening her case. He
will announce his decision before spring vacation. He feels,
and nothing could be truer.
that Mrs. Jordan would be happier somewhere else. And the
rest of us could all relax, for
we would be rid of an opinionated clear-thinking, outspoken
teacher who threatens to rurne
up our peaceful lives.

soprano
is accompanied
recital.
'

Julliard Quartet Perform In
Final Artist erie
on rt
0"'"

The Julhard SIring Quan er "
recognized as one of the MSI In
the world since their formation an

'0
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1946_
Robert 'lann, (irsl \'IOh01 I hI'
played with the quartet lOCO ill
inception;
Earl Carl) • second
viohnist. has been wuh the quarret for four years: Samuel Rhode.
violist. for a lillie over a ) ear; and
Clau
Adam,
cellist. ha performed with the quartet for six·
lten year~.
The JOY of IiSlening '0 'he
Julliard Quarlet perform lIS ,h.)
did in the final concen of Ihi50
season's Artisl Series on \tarch
II, lies in ,he fact tha' 'he four
individual musici3ns sound 350if
they had been born to play ,0gel her.
They function as a perfec'ly
controlled
unit
inler\l,ea\'lOg
melodic hnes ri 109 and falling
wHh crescendos and diminuendos
in perfeci unison.
Their program was a demand·
ing one, both in terms of perform·
ance and in listing.
Beethoven's String Quartet in
F major, op. 18, no. t, wa the
first selection.
Most impressive
was Robert Mann's technical and
musical skill. lIe is also a pleasure
to watch, for he throws his entire
body into his instrument. Without
overstepping his bounds as a performer in a chamber group, Mr.
Mann emerged as the dominant
musical force in the Beethoven
work, and in the pieces that fol·
lowed.
The second selection of the
evening was Alban Berg's '"Lyric

by Kathleen Cooper at. the
_photo by oppenheimer
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Conn Students Participate In
CISL Hartford Convention
by Dave
Seventeen Conn
ollege students were among the more than
three hundred
college students
from all over the state thal participated in the Connecticut
Inter·
collegiate
tudellt
Legislature's
three day convention in Hartford
March 5-7. The 'tudents used the
actual Senate and House chambers
of the state house for debates, and
stayed in the nearby Hartford
Hilton.
Each one of the approximately
twenty schools involved submits
two bills or resolutions for consideration by the Legislature. Half
of the proposals go to each house.
and those that pass in the first are
presented in the other house. I a
consideration
is passed by bOlh
houses, it receives the serious consideration of Ihe actual state offi·
cials.
Leader of the Conn delegation
waS Chris Slye '70. She ran for the
important post of Majority Leader
of the house. bu' was def.ated.
and acted instead as
Imorit)"
Leader. As such she was in charge
of lining up speake"
presen'
arguments against the various bills
on the floor. as well as being able
to sum up arguments and bring
out final points in consideration
of the bills. In ,his capacity. she
demonstrated
a good knowledge
of all the mea ures that came up
for consideralion.
Chris was especially thankful
to Ginny Bergqui , ·70_ for her
help in recruiting speakers and
keeping Chriss man)· du'ie and
affairs under conuol.
After
reglslfalion
al the
Hartford
Hillon Thursday.
Ihe
delegates auended
a brief afler·
noon joint session at "hich
a
minor official of Ihe tale govern·
ment reminded Ihem Ihat their
actions would be closely watched.
and their proposals which were
passed would be examined care-

lark

allege. lhe ite of a recent tu·
dent takeover.
The resolution.
which did not specify any college.
wa passed III a mild form. argUIng
that
college
should
no'
bc
"factories, ..
Thursday
Olght there
was
some considerable
partying and
politicking
at the IIllton.
as
caucuses of the ~veral
school
delegations heard bnef speeches
by tli. candida Ie for maJori'y
leader in both the 1I0use and
Senate. as well as the unopposed
candidates
for Speaker of the
House and Prec;.ident of the en-

r

'0

fully.
The jomt session then debated
a resolution offered by QUlOOIPl3C

ate.
Also that evcmng. there was a
banquet
for the delegale.
al
which Rev. Jo .. ph Duffey. a can·
didate for lhe DemocrallC nomi·
nalion for Senator. v.3S Ihe prinCipal peaker.
On Frida)
mornmg deba,e'
staned In both hou .. s.
uall)
there \\rere three spe:aken for each
Side dunng the house dcba,e • In
'he Senate. debate wa more of a
discu "Ion·type nalure.
The first mea!oUR lhal the en·
ale considered \\as a resolution
offel.d
b) Chn
Ho"ell.
-7l.
concermng
popul311on control.
The resolution. v.hh.:h \\3 \\orded
rather mlldl). a ·ed tha' a com·
mi Ion bc se' up '0 Iud) th
problem of O\er-popolallon.
De ..
ptte the .fforl
of Chn' and her
colleague
III lhe
cnale.
h.n
Ca Id) ·71. the Ie IU'lOn 10 I b)
a small margm.
\I~t
contro\:e~laI
the de·
bates on F nda) conc.rned
Ihe
I ue of euthana 13. Members: of
Ihe del"lpllon from "nlern
Conneellcu'
'a,e Collegc mtrodu«d
a bill legalllmg "mer,;
.1110'·.
and after some plOled dcbate Ih<
house pa d the bill b) a ,ote of
109-'10. The bill then wenl
'he
cnale where a sen Illve and I og
debate v.aS chma:ud by 3 nana
defea' of ,he pr """,I.
Late Fnday afternoon
onn·
olher mea ure came up for con-

0"

'0

sidcrallon

111 the

House. Tlus

w;1

an act to repeal a law Ihal allow
prosecuting attorney
to comlnl!,
upon conviction.
to Jnln IllOtlon
any female between Ihe a$e of
sLXteen and twenty-one If lOhe "I
In rtl3nifest danger of falhns Into
habits of vice. or ••. leading a
viCIOUS life ..• ". Bill propnnen'
Dave
lark '73 led a rather
humorous debate on ,he bill, and
the debate ended with Chri Slye
urging upport of the bill. ""en
though
he \\"3 mmoril)" leader.
High poln' of 'he debate came
when a member of thc Yale d.legatlon. delivenng
wme nowery
rhetoric against the bill. appeahng
that the law ,hould be kepI on Ihe
book '0 sho" that th. 'ale "stili
care,· about .t" young people.
waS made the Victim of a \ham
aHack by \Ieg Low.nb.um.
·12.
The y.le man feU 10 'he noor.
Ihen rose '0 sa) •• e•. Mr. peak·
er. there 3re till ...icaou~ women
tha' must be looked oul for"· He
"a one of 'he fe" delego'e who
'toted olg.nnlOt the ball.
a'u,day aft. moon,
Ir. Clar
.. .os allowcd 10 ,"'roduce the but
mto the
cnale. CIting that It
"ould be """SIble fOI the aUlhon'
UC to pr !t«Ute under a rather
loo!tC'mterpretauon
the la" he
IlIolde 'he folio" 109 'a'.menl
.
... 0"'. tf. PTestdent. '" "ie of
the ICII\;lies
of man} of the
l.moIe members 01 Ihis leg!>latUIe
during ,he affain of the Iasl ' .. a
nigh
01 partying at tho con'-.n·
lion. 1 "ou and the nate to
n ida "hat " uld ha,-. been
the resull if the Hartford Police
had come 10 ,he Hillon the>< Ia>I
....." nighb oeekins 10 prosecute
under this Ia • Ie:lrl.
I good
many de\cg:lte> .• ,en members of
thi>
na'e
mighl
hase been
deemed ..icio
\liomen. Further·
more.
I._ Presiden'. I happen to
attend
on"""licul College. "hi h
is predominated
b women in Ihis

r
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Free Store Opens
In Holmes Hall
by Barbara Keshen
The following

is an excerpt

from

the

store,. i~t~at's

what you

an exclusive interview with one of

mean. ThIS 15Just all part of

the initiators of the Free Store.
Question: What is the Free Store?
Answer: The Free Store is a store
like any other store except that
all of the merchandise in it is
free. Anyone
can go to the
FreeStore
and take absolutely

the belief that we each have
things to offer each other. I
have things that perhaps you
would like, t?O, and I want to
share them with you. You have
things [ would cherish more
than you - perhaps you would

gratis any object that he needs

want to share th~m ~i!h me.

or that he likes.
This means a certain spirit, too;
Q: Gee, that sounds great! Where
a spirit, I suppose, of good will,
is it?
charity,
freedom,
and love.
A: Well, after a little searching
These are the things that inaround, we decided that the
spire and support a Free Store.
old record library in Holmes
Q: How come you want to stay
Hall was the most ideal place
anonymous
in this interview?
available. So that's where it is. A: [ feel that the store shouldn't
And is it ever a great place! It's
really be identified
with any
close to campus, and the room
one person or group. I hope
itself had thousands of shelves
everyone
will eventually
feel
just waiting to be filled up with
that the Free Store is theirs
stuff. And it's a beautiful and
that it belongs to him. If any:
happy room, too. Three 1~)Cal
one feels that other people run
merchants,
Pray's
Paints,
it and in that sense own the
Ke.eler's Paints, and M~ore's
st~re, then they can't have the
Chinese Opera Club of America performs in Palmer.
Pamts, all donated free paint so
same sense of personal involveit could be fixed up colorful
ment in it. The store does not
and cheery.
belong to a certain group - it
Q: That's grea~ What sort of stuff
it belongs to everyone and to
will be In it'r
no one because it is free The
by Adele Wolff
A: There's really no way to tell
store isn't run by a few people
troduce a character or aria, end an
that which
is part of the
- a handful of people can't
Saturday
night at the Chinese
act or scene, suggest a setting or
beauty of the Free Store.
create or define its policy. It is Opera can be both an exciting and
day y~)U may. go down and find
run by everyone and by no
exasperating
experience
for a express an emotion.
Professor Pian stressed that the
be~ut1ful pnnts
that an art
one. So its not that I "wish to Westerner unaccustomed
to EastChinese Opera is a "community
major ma~e,. or another day a
remain
anonymous"
during
ern music
and dramatic
arts.
art." It uses words, instruments,
ten foot virgin on the half shell
this interview; it's just that my
Shrieking falsetto voices, peculiar
statue, or another a text book,
identity
is of no concern.
I gestures, wierd painted faces, re- dances and stories that overlap
with folk art and that are well
or another dav
a tube
of toothcan't speak f or th e sore
t
-'t 1
splendent
costumes,
shrill music,
i
. ,
known
by a Chinese
audience.
pas t e. E ac h ay IS a surpnse.
speaks for and about itself.
unusual instruments,
and a pracQ: How do you get the merchanThe Chinese
Opera,
concluded
tically empty stage, all characterisdise?
Q: What is your relationship
to
Professor
Pian, is a "skillful artic of the Chinese Opera, seem
A: Well, no one is soliciting for
the store?
rangement
of ready-made
mateodd when compared
to Western
goods. But hopefully, each per- A: My relationship is just the same
rials" that contains little impromusic and dramatic conventions.
son who goes down will be so
as everyone else's. I intend to However, if the Western spectator
visation.
turned on by the place. that
go down and take things that I acknowledges
The Jade Bracelet is a comic
that the Chinese
th~y will want to contnbute
need or that 1 like and to give Opera is a method
opera about the everyday life of
of dramatic
thmgs to the store, as well as
things that I think other people
ordinary
people. One day while
expression that is symbolic rather
.take anythmg they want.
would enjoy more than I do. I than realistic, he can appreciate
the lovely lonely Sun Yu-chiao is
Q: What is the idea behind the
invite everyone-faculty,
stuwatching
over her father's chicand enjoy its conventions.
. store?
dents,
administration-to
do
kens and embroidering,
she is seen
Last
Saturday
evening
at
by a handsome stranger, Fu Pengo
A: There's no real ideology behind
the same.
Palmer Auditorium,
the Chinese
The couple
immediately
fall in
Department
gave uninitiated
love and Fu Peng drops a jade
Westerners
the opportunity
to
bracelet,
"a token
of amorous
view
two
operas,
The
Jade
availability,"
that is eagerly reo
Bracelet and The Fisherman's Reby Peggy Mciver
trieved
by Sun Yu-chiao,
The
venge, performed by The Chinese
"We have to begin to consider
prevalent now that it has become
local"
matchmaker
sees
the
Opera Club in America.
the pollution issue within a broada time of studies of studies. Lenge
Before the performance,
Pro- couple's brief encounter and goes
er context,"
asserted Nick Lenge,
warned against this trend, saying
to Yu-chiao's parents to arrange a
fessor Iris Pian of Harvard Univeran unofficial
Republican
candithat studies can be taken as sub- sity, told a curious audience what
marriage. The couple is united and
date for governor of Connecticut.
stitutes
for
action,
as "egothe matchmaker
receives her fee.
to look and listen for in the
He spoke at a sparsely-attended
massages."
Sun Yu-chiao
was played by
Chinese Opera.
meeting of the Young RepubliTechnical
knowledge
of ways
Hui Ming Chan who wore a bright
Professor Pian said that painted
cans, Tuesday, March 10, in the
to deal with the prohlems of the
blue, embroidered,
silk costume
and unpainted "facial types" indiliving room of Burdick.
cities abounds. What is needed are cate characters' dispositions. The
and sparkling headdress
and tipMr. Lenge is currently
empoliticians who are willing to corntoed daintily about the stage.
protagonist
with a rational temployed
in a law firm. He has
mit themselves to definite plans
Fu Peng was portrayed
by Wilperament
has an unpainted
face,
served three consecutive terms in and specific action.
liam Cheng.
He wore
an emwhile heroes with rash temperaConnecticut's
House of RepreA major problem
is money.
broidered,
bright,
yellow,
long,
ments have black painted faces,
sentatives,
representing
the dis- The Connecticut
legislature meets
loose, silk robe with large sleeves.
supernatural characters have white
trict
of West Hartford
from
every other year to adopt a budHis black boots with thick white
faces, and clowns have a painted
1966-1968.
In 1967, he was the get for a two-year period. After "facial patch."
sales added to his stature
and
Minority
Leader
of the Conthe biggest tax-increase
in Conaccentuated
his imposing strut.
Symbolic gestures make up for
necticut General Assembly.
necticut's history, it is going to be
The
Matchmaker,
an old
the absence of stage settings, repMr. Lenge addressed himself to
difficult motivating people to allowoman wearing
a simple black
resent certain emotions, and puncthe problem of urban reform. He cate adequate
funds for urban
tunic and slacks, was comically
tuate speech lines.
asserted that urban sprawl is polreform.
portrayed by a wigged and highly
Elaborate
costumes
indicate
lution of a sort as it makes man
Mr. Lenge concluded with the
rouged Richard Yang. Mr. Yang's
the personality
and social status
"incapable of achieving a life-style
thought that the politician must
ad-lib comment
that
the jade
of a character and help accentuate
befitting his dignity."
transcend
the bureaucratic
strucbracelet
was actually
"plastic"
movements and dialogue,
City planners
must start to
ture. Institutions
must be humanProfessor Pian explained
that
and "made in Japan" added to the
tackle this problem,
which in- ized and made responsive to the
"voice production"
is intentioncomedy.
c1udes the type of city being built,
will of the people. The candidate
The Fisherman's
Revenge is a
ally falsetto and nasal because "it
the lay-out of the buildings, and
quoted
Aristophanes:
"We must
heroic semi-tragedy- about "larger
ca~ries much .?e~ter." Contrasting
even the esthetics of the city.
weave a garment of government
VOIce styles
bnng out dramatic
thari life" people.
Hsiao En, a
Studies of urban affairs are so fit for the people."
clarity."
For example,
young
widower
and reformed
bandit
beardless men have falsetto voices
leader resides with his daughter
Dawn's Search
while
characters
with
painted
and makes a meager living as a
Salted breakers scour the cold sand
faces have rough, harsh voices.
fisherman.
One day while he is
The tossing peaks splitting the moo'n's image
Each instrument in the orchesvisiting with old friends, Li Chun
tra consisting of a clapper, small and Ni Jung, Hsiao En is apInto showers of silver fragments,
and
large
drums
and gongs
proached
by a tax collector sent
Even as it is dawn-dimmed,
Chinese violins, and Moon and by Ting, the local bully, who
And as the horizon glows coldly.
Chin guitars, is used to indicate a demands cash for "fishing taxes."
Two empty hands testify to loneliness,
different
character.
The
large The three friends throw out the
And my silent calling ... hoping ... yearning
gong, for example, indicates an tax collector who reports back to
heroic character while the small Ting. Ting then sends the family
Is thrown back at me by the soft echoing
gong indicates gentle or comical
tutor and his assistants. They reOf the vacuum of the sea's silence.
characters.
Together
the instruceive rougher
treatment
from
For not even in the endlessness of .the ocean is there
ments do not "blend as a unified
Hsiao En. The fisherman considers
Room for onewho cannot see into himself.
whole," but produce shrill, hard
appealing to the law for damages
The tall sea grasses nod knowingly,
and smashing sounds that counterbut realizes that he would
b~
balance one another
and make
Yet mock the entwining uncertainties
denied a ~air trial. Seeking revenge,
abstract
patterns
that
acquire
he and hIS daughter pack their beThat fill me with self-perpetuating disgust.
meaning in the proper context.
longings, cross the river, kill the
God, to be a small sea-bird.
Terry Kolb
Different
percussion
patterns
in- Ting family,
and flee into the

-photo

by oppenheimer

Chinese Opera Fascinates Westerners

qne

Lenge Discusses Urban Reform
At Young Republicans Meeting

night.
Hsiao En, the brave, troubled
fisherman was played by a greybearded Peter Lu. His loyal, concerned daughter was portrayed by
Grace Chen.
Ni Jung and Li Chun were
played
by S.H. Sun and C.F.
Hsiao. One of these characters had
a fierce painted face and red beard
and spoke in a loud harsh voice
indicative
of his rash temperament.
The meek Tax Collector was
effectively
portrayed
by K.
Huang.
Ting, the bully, played by C.
L. Shen wore a maroon robe and
headdress and had a cruel painted
face that accentuated
the nature
of his personality.
Kung-fu,
the
ridiculous
slovenly instructor was humorousIy portrayed by John Fei. His four
unaiding Assistants also added an
element
of comic relief to the
semi-tragedy.
Thanks
to M r. Chu and all
those involved in giving Westerners an entertaining,
enlightening,
and unusual Saturday night at the
Chinese Opera.

House Of Rep. Has
Plans For Panel
And Referendums
At House of Rep last Tuesday,
the nature of the Judicial Board
was discussed. There are plans for
Judicial
Board to work in conjunction with two deans, and Mrs,
Brooks of the Infirmary as well as
one faculty
member.
This ~ommittee
will hopefully
coordmat~
the varying natures of resIdentla
problems.
. ..
f
There is also a pOSSIbIlIty 0
organizing
a panel in May WI~
students
and a speaker from t e
Connecticut
Bar Association for a
·
hip bediscussion of the re Iaticns
.
. our
tween
law and justlce
10
society. A suggestion was made to
focus on poverty law.
Several
student
referendums
will be taking place before the :~~
of the semester.
At house rn
ings this week a vote will be take~
en
on the new Student Governrn ll
Charter. After vacation there :'al
be votes on the revised prop the
on academic reform, aS,well as ref.
nationally
orgaruzed VIetnam
erendum.
k will
The agenda for this w~. sntafocus on the Freshrn,an
f~r this
tion Program. Sugg~stlOnSo House
program
may be gIVen t ht perPresidents or may be .broughich is
sonally to the rneennf w . the
held at 6:30 on Wednesday 10
Student Government
Room.
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Conn Camels Win - Finally
Defeat Vassar, 66 - 54
by Michael Ware
As the sun was slowly being
devoured by evil spirits and a cold
wind swept up campus from the
turbulent
water of the Thames,
the Connecticut
College Camels
fInished their lay-up drill and pondered their fate, glancing down
the court to eye the Vassar basketball team.
Mixed in with the high spirit of
pre-game drill was a distinct feeling
of comradery.
Both teams had an
identity which seemed uniquely
entwined
with each school's recent shift to co-education.
It was

important to the male spirit of
both schools to have a basketball
team.
In this one endeavor, the small
contingent
of males at Vassar
Sarah Lawrence, and Connecticut
had brought themselves together

as a unit. On each campus, they
had founded

a team which repre-

sented a contribution no students
before could have made.
Whereas the powderpuff
basketball league has been dominated
by Sarah Lawrence.
Vassar has
had its success by beating Connecticut on Vassar's well under
regulation
size court,
thereby
cramping the Connecticut
play.
In that game three things happened to the Connecticut
College
Camels. They learned that their
man~on-man
defense
was
far
superior to their zone defense.
They also felt a frustration
of a
long losing season reach a peak.
Because of this, the game they
played was bitterly contested.
The third lesson was that
though Connecticut had lost, they
had played what is most aptly
described as a «tough game."
The pattern of the first half
was very similar to the pattern in

al-

the first contest between the two
clubs. Vassar's offense revolved
around
Pete MacGanty
hilling
well from the outside. With Pete
10. double
figures, Vassar was
sh~t1y
ahead despite Connecucut s man-cn-rnan defense. and
the fir.st half was a draw. 28-1.7.
ThiS .was more disturbing for
Connecticut
than it might have
appeared, for they only trailed by
four at the half a week before.
and lost the game in early moments of the second half.
. But whereas in their last meet109 Vassar won the game breaking
fast from the dressing room, they
had no such luck this time and
w~en Mic,h~el Levine replaced
Bnan Puglisi at the eight minute
mark, the game could still have
gone either way.
Levine was assigned to guard
MacGanty,
still the Vassar offense. Levine shut that offense off
effectively and the motion began
to move
inexorably
for the
Camels.
When Vickery lofied a long
pass to Levine downcourt the lead
still depended on each basket. The
pass was high and hard. It seemed
a scoring play was not going to be
made,. but as Levine caught the
ball, In one motion he struck
Ahern with a pass cutting down
the lane, and the lay-up was easy.
Suddenly it became clear that
the Vassar defense had wilted.
They no longer fought for the
rebounds
and left gaping holes
wlthm which the Camels scored.
Their offense became Oustered.
At this point the tide of the game
had defInitely
turned
for the
Camels, and Levine was replaced
by Puglisi, to a thunderous crowd
reaction.

Drug Experience,
Religion Related
Says Underwood
Mary Ann Sill
The relationship
of religion to
the drug experience was examined
by Mr. Richard Underwood,
professor of the philosophy
of religion at the Hartford
Seminary.
Underwood
spoke on "Religion
Co~sciousness,
and the psyche:
debe Experience"
in the Chapel
Library, March 11.
Underwood
began by citing
Herbert
Marcuse's
One-Dimensional Man, stressing
that the
multi-dimensionalities
of life must
be fully explored.
He continued
by reading "The City" by C_P.
Cavafy, a contemporary
Greek
poet. Underwood
drew a parallel
between the city, which tends to
cage people into a one-dimensional existence,
and Marcuse's
philosophy
of the one-dimen-'
sionality of man. He asserted that
a new kind
of journeying
is
needed to help man break away
from his one-dimensional
tenden.cy, and that a change of canSClOusness is needed to accompany this journey.
Underwood
defined religion as
a mode or state of consciousness.
The first mode of consciousness,
he pointed
out, is the way in
which
one expresses
emotions
such as awe, wonder,
mystery,
!"telplessness, and love. The second
IS that religion is highly subjective;
that is, the validity and quality of
r~hglOn are tested in one's way of
bfe. He defined the third state of
religious
consciousness
as the
existence of some form of extraordin~ry perception,
"the manifestatlOn
of something
marvelously new but at the same time
disturbing."
"The
psychedelic
experience
should not be contained
to the
subculture
of
the
alienated
young,"

he continued.

This entire

sa,

PuglISI. had
OUI mu h of
the second half and had oked
displeasure with hi perfcrman e
With his return 10 the court he
brought \I uh him a fierce alert-

ness.
In the last few mmures Pughsi
put constant pressure on Vassar
!heir scoring threat wa neutralized, and their P3~S were being
SWIped - leading '0 either Pugh,
The- 13rling \I,X of 1M Conncclian
or Vickery lay-ups.
Irons of Larrabee' lUi .... h,ne.
As the game closed and Coach
On
turday, ... r h 7, rbe OM<cllCUl 011 e len', B
01·
Shinault .was hoisted aloft, one:
could think back 10 the Coast
ball team defeated
r '0 tbe sound 01 lhunder
ppband cheers from a poup of r culty nd rudenrs, In order 10 eop
Guard
game, when the team
(he. (urn from te ling on tIS ell-earned laure
they ,U !Met
waited nine minutes 10 see the
their toughest opponenl
yOI on
pnl 14 member, 01 Ihe
Ie
first basket of the season for
faculty' ThIS "\Ial h of the Century" wtll be In the m at 7·30.
Connect icut , leaving
them
\Im,mum donation will be 5
per person (children under 10
twenty-eight points behind.
With that first basket an idenfree), and the proceeds \I,ll go 10 the Conne IICUI Coli e
holarship Fund. Everyone come and root for rbe rudent or
tity had been created which soon
facully members of your choice, Don't mi ,h, umque opporwrought itself further with many
,unuy to see a baske'ball game wllhou, pter.
pr~ctice
hours
and frustrating
mmutes of game time.
The male students at Conneclt·
cut College had reached the end
of a basketball
season with a
victory.

Radical Group Inv ti ated
By Eastland ubcommittee

VASSAR
MacGanty
Cohn
King
Greens
Hirsh
Grabbe
Bezoff

21
2
18

on Feb. 26, hO\locver the elm(CPS) The
Senate
Imernal
bndge people \lere nutliled th.,
Security
ubcommiltee. undcr the
lhe hcarlngs. were po lponed ··unchairmanshIp
of
en.
lame.
O.
4
Iii furthcr notice."
Eastland
of MIOl Ippi, h..
2
o one I~ sure ju I Wh31 E Ilaunched
:I new investigation
11110
3
land
and IllS croOle 3re gOIng
several radical groups.
4
The investigation ,"volve at after. Pre umably, they ftgure 'he
54
revolullonary movement would be
least four groups:
conOlderably
weaker ,f " had no
CONNECTICUT
++Libcration
eW$ ervice. a
3
research, new papt".
pamphlel
Linquist
news distribution
agency which
21
or
leanot>.
the
f"
t
mendOlenl
Vickery
sends a packel of articles, photo,
13
notwithstandlllg,
tore
peclh·
Ahern
and drawings twice it week 10 500
I
cally, It <;,cern thaI the ~ub(,;om~
Ware
subscriber
10
the U..
nnd
4
mittec i rctllly after the TII.:h
Sorenson
abroad.
19
people who g"e ftnanClal support
Puglisi
++The
DS
ew York Re4
10 the ew Left mo\'ement. The
Enright
gional ornce, now an independent
iove ttgation is mOSt hkely to be
66
collecti,e.
The ornee ha been
used as a meeting cenler and for an attempt 10 intimidale such
donors and Ihereby starve 'he
printing and propaganda work.
movemenl propaganda
nelwortr-..
++Cambridge
Iron and
teel,
The only hint as to ,he d"ec·
Inc., a corporation
operated by
tlon the easlland
love IIgalOT
movement people for the purpose
may be goms camc In 3 CIIIC(lgo
of distributing money donated by
Tribunf! arlicle wnttcn by Ronald
a wealthy benefactor.
A spokesKOliol. a repmter known to have
man for Cambrtdge Iron and Steel
close
tte, with the FBI and the
described the organil3tion
as a
Chicago cop. KOIl I' mformant
"nuke"
that IS, not the ordinary
told him that Ihey were conmovement funding apparalUs and
cerned aboUI the fad lhat ·'some
said the name was a Joke. The
federally t",-exempt
foundatton
corporation
disbursed
nearly
I
rL=O
have
supphed
fund
to
L ' ."
525,000 to about a dozen mo,eKOLiol wrote: "Senate lOve 0·
ment groups. includmg L Sand
gators believe that the Uberallon
the SDS
ew York
reg,onal
ewS Service could not have
ornce. An "expose" m PL lagastayed in bu ine without finanzine
(the
Progressive
Labor
cial
contributions
.. In\e t1gamonthly) brought the corporation
tors who ha'ie studlcd the new
into the public eye last year. The
service's release said Ihal lhe) are
corporation has since become in\tarXt t-Leninist.
antl-capltalist.
active.
anlt.mtlitary.
pn,-Red
Chmese.
++The
Institute
for Policy
pro-Viet Congo pr
uban. proRichard Underwood discusses religion and drugs in Chapel library_
Studies,
a
well-endowed
left·
-photo by davil
Black Panther. and antt-pollce:·
liberal think tank located in WashA poke. man for L·5 said
Underwood drew a parallel beington: D_C- IPS's fellow and "ludgmg
from KoZIOl' .,ttde.
culture is a drug culture, a society
tween religion and the drug exvisiting researchers mclude movesenale In ..e llgaton ha'ie a prell)
of miracle drugs which in itself is perience by pointing
oUl that
ment academicians and acli ..'1 Is.. accurate vteW of where L:' I al
not apart from the "drug scene",
both demand a rejecting of "the
Its director. MarcuS Raskin. wa a pohltcalJ) 1..:. ",rv ... prunarlll
The alleviation of pain through
traditional heritage" which is perco-defendant
with Dr. Benjamin
on wb ·npllon.
otnd \\c rna I
the use of aspirin is only one haps no longer applicable to our
Spock_
defm,lel) ,,"ould not g OUI of
example of how our society is society. In both cases. this is done
The
Eastland
subcommtltee
busme
nen If out Ide onlnbubuilt around drugs.
through
a search into the unhas so far oblained
the bank
Iton ceased altogelher
lIe h. e
Underwood stressed that this is known in an allempt to eliminate
record of IPS (which offered no \lo'ekomed out ide t;:onlnbullon
culture as the one-dunensionality
a "phannachological
of man.
reslSlance) and of Cambridge Iron
from a vanel) of sour,-c . tn Iudwell as a technological culture."
and Steel (whose bank. Cambridge
ing Cambnd~
Ir nand
leel. a
He added that the youth have
Trusl, did nol nOllfy the corpora·
handful of "" allh)
,nd"idual
been conditioned
to drugs. and
tion.)
and ,-..nous P.ole ranI Church
the use of marijuana and LSD
The banks of L: 'S and
OS
should not be surprising; for it is.
were served with subpoena
to denominalKln
....
\\ e contUlUe 10 wet me
in fact, a logical product of our
produce
lhe
records
of
the
The Coffee House has fInalI he~
contnbullon
and will
society. There is also a sense of
accounlS for the subcommitlce.
ly found a home. tn Ihe base,.igorousll
lighl an) allemp' I
pessimism
among
the young
bUI Ihe bank notifIed lhe mo,ement of Winthrop.
donon
But
which caUs for a "search for the
menl group _
and D \\ent IOUffildalc th
Demolition
of the interior
\1111 alwo)
counl on the
pie
new and surprisefuL"
inlo court logether. succo' full)
walls is due to begm shortly
and
The panic centered aroung the
obtaining a temporary re ItalOmg ""ho re.d ,h. underpound
leading 10 mterior decoraling
",d,'a1
pre
lhe ultunale
use of drugs is cloaked in the fear
order.
and layout.
of possible physical harm, addicConllnuing legal action by Ihe sou ".. of our pobll<al and /inan'ClaJ slre~th.··
tion, and the anxiety of 10slOg
The fund has now grown to
'wo group \1011. Kek to enJoin lhe
unn
er Count).
I
p'
control of oneself and becomlOg
subcommillee from conl1mnng IlS
approximately 5500.
:hete Emmell Ttll
I n<hed
mad, Underwood relates this mad·
m'ie ti2311on.
0 f3r. a federal
Still needed however are
l.:
bl
• 1:.1 Iland
'It
• 00
ness to religiOUS consciousness, He
judge -ha
po 'l"'ned
lll3.ktng a :I~r lhere
suggestions, helpers. waitresse ,
th a
I
mil·
stated that the prerequisite of the
ded ion.
and general support 10 imple·
hon.
..
II
I.
ac
ne
r
transformation
of the human conMeanwhile. oflicen "or Cam· V. shu" H al
ment "Auxiliary Drain".
n I
In
sciousness is leaving the safeguards
bridge Iron and teel \ler •. ·hed·
the 1.1< Iwo I II< I and
1
of city or home in order 1O
MEETfNG TO IGHT
uled '0 appear before Ihe ub<:om'
pohll II ml1uenl~1 bao
The
explore those places where safemillee at secrel heaflng . ;-\ dOl}
AT 7:00
( onlinued on
ge.
I Il
guards are absent-"Ieaving
all bebefore Ihell ;cheduled appearan'e
LARRABEE
hind to discover the place which

AUXILIARY

DRAIN

one can trust."
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Page Six

Plans

nderway

For Off·Campus
tudent Housing
by Patricia Strong
Plan are now underway to set
up 3 system whereby students can
take ad\llntage of their latest-won

privilege-off-campus

housing.

The only definitive step taken to
date is 'he College Catalogue
statement of residence and offcampus
residence requirements.
Thi tarerreru is as follows:
Students
are expected to
1.O-e in residence at the College unless 'hey are livin~

with their parents, guardians. or spouse within commuting distance of the campus. Seniors may petition to
live off campus and this
petition
must be accompanted by written parental
approval.
The newly-formed

Ad Hoc Stu-

dent Housing Committee is planning 10 send a letter to all members of the junior class to see how
many students are interested in
living off campus. The letter will
probably be sent out this week.

According to Margaret Watson,
Dean of Student
Activities,
a
deadline for petitions will be established and the details for the
application procedure will be announced after spring vacation. She
also added that the College will
not approve
any housing-students will be responsible for finding their own off-campus housing.
Since students who plan to live
off campus next year will be
expected to indicate where they
will live when they petition for
permission to live off campus,
they should begin to look for
potentiat housing now. Perhaps
the greatest problem involved
with off-campus housing is how
much housing in the ew London
area will be available to students.
Margaret Kahler, Director of
Community
Affairs, commented
lhat the housing silUalion in New
London "is very light." The best
prospecls
for students
would
probably be seasonal houses in the
beach area. Dean Watson wished
to warn students to be very care·
ful in investigating summer homes
for off-campus
housing because
many of them do not have heating
facilities.
Most monthly rental
fees also do not include utiJities.
A telephone survey of several
real estate agencies in the New
London area revealed that there
are not many agencies who deal in
rentals_ The Sol Silverstein Agency, of ew London, rents seasonal
homes from September to June.
The monthly
rents vary from
S I00 to S200 depending on the
size of the house. The houses are
furnished, but no utiJities are included in the rent fee. Another
ew London agency, the Peter
Paul Agency, had several efficiency apartments
avaiJable. These
apartments, which are furnished,
rent
for approximately
S 145
monthly. This fee does not include electricity, however.
Several other agencies which
were called said they did not deal
in rentals or else seemed reluctant
to rent to students.

LETTERS
(Continued

from Page 2, Col. 5)

To the Editor:
The attendance (or lack of it)
at (he convocation
lecture last
Tuesday
night, when Franklin
\ illiams spoke on the "Black
Crisis on Campus" was indicative
of the subtle racism which exists
on this campus. I am sure that the
lack of concern of the white
students with the needs and demands of blacks is equalled only
by our inability to understand and
respond to those needs when they
are articulated.
1r. Williams explained clearly
and to my complete satisfaction
the need for Black Studies programs controlled by black students, the necessity for restructuring our system for selection
and admission of students, and
the need to reform the educational system so that we produce
critics instead of future wives of
the Establishment.
But, most of
the whites on this campus are so
immersed in their own concerns
that they have managed to be
completely
oblivious
to these
needs. The extent of this lack of
concern is directly equivalent to
the amount of racism present on
this campus.
And, I think that the objections to any expression of these
needs will be much louder than
the efforts made to understand
them. I can only hope that the
black students will not allow us to
stifle their voices.
In peace,
Katherine O'Sullivan See '70
Dear Editors,
The letter from Mr. Whittington of the YAF in last week's
Satyagraha only serves to enhance
that organization's
image as a
mud-slinging group of reactionaries. His immediate depreciation
of the "Liberal Mafia" on the
basis of, of all things, their appearance, reveals the weakness of his
argument and the narrOwness of
his views. I can't help but think
that Mr. Whittington has misinterpreted the Liberals' statemen ts,
reading into them grossly radical
meaning.
I fear that some students may
find echoes of my previous article
in Mr. Whittington's
letter.
I
would like to state that an opposition to "reckless change" does not
indicate an opposition
to wellthought
out,
needed,
radical
change. Times change, and so
must systems and structures.
A
stubborn clinging to old, outworn
ways is as dangerous as a foolish
rush into change for change's
sake. I don't know where Mr.
Whittington's
fiance lives (since
YAF members persist in retreating
after tossing out their clandestine
barbs),
but I doubt
that the
parietal
situation
in her dorm
makes life truly impossible. If it

BAKERY

225 Bank St

OL YMPIC
GOODS

m6808

USED BICYCLES
Sold and Bought
English and American
delivered - reasonable
Campus Services
Tel. 443-8227

the Chicago 7, and praisin
t .
efforts as lawyers, was deb:te~eIr
both houses. It was defeated In
both, but not before it b
In
.
rought
out some very lively and elo
debate.
quent

they might be able to detain a
high percentage
,o~ my, scho?lmates as being
VICIOUS
or In
manifest danger of falling into the
This
is CISL's
twenty-thir
year of existence, It has b d
habits of vice.' Connecticut
Col. d
een
recognize
several times by th
lege would be forced, through a
Governor
and the Legislatu
e
lack of students,
to close down,
reas
b'·eing a senous
and thoughtfUl
thus depriving me, at l~ast temorganization
that provides
t
porarily, of my educational opdents with a great educati s u portunity. And, I might add that,
·· I I·earmng ex peri enona l
an d po Iiuca
Mr. President, these girls are my
beloved frieuds. Mr. President,
I Order was well maintained in t~~
process of the debates, and the
don't want them to go to jail unPresiding Officers did well in f _
der this outdated law." By a vote
ishing the entire calendar of btNs
of 24-0 the bill was passed in the
by late Saturday afternoon. Eve
Senate, and will now receive the
Conn's "vicious habits" bill wan
attention of Governor Dempsey.
passed as seriously needed pena~
Other proposals
that
passed
refo~m, while the other mrasures
both houses were: A bill that
provided
an outlet
for interest
would not require workers to join
articulation
by the studenu of the
any union (this bill sparked the
State of Connecticut.
liveliest and most poignant debate
Among Conn's other Delegates
of the convention),
a bill legalwere: Sue Frechtling,
'70; Nancy
izing hitchhiking,
three anti-polluPatrick, Sue Gallagher, '7]; Mary
tion measures, a bill requiring that
Johnson,
Donna
Grober,
Sue
banks print in savings passbooks
Donaldson,
Denise Sullivan, '72;
the amount of interest which the
and Ann Harding, Debbie Myers
account pays, a bill that protects
Nancy Voye,
natural wildlife; and a repeal of a Paula Rubino,
Students
interested
in CISL
"breach of the peace" law.
should contact Chris Slye in WindOn Saturday afternoon,
a resoham.
lution supporting
the lawyers of

'73:
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442-701 B
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"Ski Package Deal"
Sport Caster, White Stag
Clothing

If the New London
police ever came to our campus,

age bracket.

SEE

442-06%
Opening of Ski Shop

from Page 3, Col. 5)

To The Editors:
A Congratulatory Note
Congratulations
to the class of
'72 which did a fine job of making
the grade as yet another
nonentity on the Connecticut College
campus. We've finally made our
public commitment
to apathywe've joined "the Conn generation"! (fizz ... ) We now have
that great feeling of belongingundistinguished
from those surrounding us. The turnout to hear
the speeches for class offices held
last Wednesday rang true at 44
out of 379 sophomores! Another
remarkable
taliy consists of II
people running for office and two
uncontested
procedures with one
of the candidates not bothering to
show~
I suppose we overestimated
ourselves for two years acting out
of character. But at long last we're
settling
right down to foliow
along in the footsteps
of the
classes which have proceded us
here. ..
Congratulations!
Long
live tradition~
A one proud '72,
Gale K. Slepchuk

FOR

SPORTING

New Lonaon

To the Editors
Re: Freshrnan class elections.
As a student concerned With
the mechanisms and efficacy of
the election procedures, I am w.riting this letter. During the electl.on
for class officers and the ensuing
run off election, the only outcome made known was who won.
No vote statistics were given, even
though they were req~est.ed. on
many sides. The only indication
which emitted from the sanctus
sanctorum of those who counted
was that the election was "close."
This veil of secrecy is not
consistent with a free election. It
is possible that the outcome of a
situation
such as this may be
contingent upon those who manage it, expecially in a close election.
I maintain that it is the right of
everyone to know the outcome of
a vote, not onJy a select few.
Joseph N. Srednicki '73

87 Broad

COo, INC.

116 Bank Street

bers.)
WI itti
In his last attack, Me. .11 l.ngton only succeeds .in d.raggmg himself and his organIZation down to
the animalistic level he s.ee~s t.o
assign to the Liberals. It IS ironic
that the freedom of speech that
the YAF seeks to oppress In this
country
is the only thing that
enables them to print such base,
nasty comments.
Susan McGreevey '73

CJSL
(Coutinued

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

Compliments of
SEIFERT'S

does, students have the righ,t to
change it and if they are afraid t?
make their views openly known ~
is their fault alone. (They soun
like ripe prospects for YAF memo

State

Street

STREET

CONNECTICUT

08320

New LOndan,

Conn.

Eastern Connecticut's
Largest Jewelers

tuned up? You had better believe it!
Where did Mama go? To ELMORE SHOES
of course.t
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See Addresses
Alumni on Future
ed

note:

The

following

re-

rk~ are excerpts from a speech

rna en

by Katie See to the College
~~umnae
Council.
As her last
" fficial" address as outgomg Stud~nt
Body
President,
Katie's
eech traced the development
of

:fudent participation in all aspects
of the College.
This morning, I would like to
pend a few moments sharing with

~ou my perceptions of Conn.e~ti.
cut Colleg~ today and my vision
of ConnectIcut College tomorrow.
Then, I would welcome
tions you may have.

any ques-

Connecticut College like any
university is a microcosm, a place
where the tensions of our age tend
to focus. We are not exempt from
the effects of racism, nuclear war,
or automobile exhaust. We are not

secure and complacent behind the
ivy and plaster

walls. You'll

find

the problems of any urban apartment existence in the anonymous
corridors of the Complex, and the
problems of the small rural village
in the often too public halls of the
Quad. But, I think that Connecticut College has developed a system which is infinitely more effective than the federal bureaucracy
in dealing with our own environmental crises_ This is the system
of conununity
government.
It is
not a reality yet, but we are
definitely evolving in the direction
of shared decision making in all
areas which immediately
affect
our education ...
-Until
recently ~ the student
body was a spoon-fed generation.
The faculty assumed the power of
defining the boundaries of student
academic aspiration
without
any
genuinely meaningful consultation
of student opinion.
This year, however, they recognize that we do indeed, have a
common
student-faculty
task;
that students have a vested interest in the quality of education at
Conn and that students
are not
powerful monsters lurking behind
classroom doors waiting to gobble
up our professors.

Rec~g~~zing Lllat we have a
r~sponslb.lhty to share in the decision-making process, the faculty
voted. to allow students to participate In equal numbers with faculty on all standing and special
comm,lttees of the faculty.
ThIS decision was a difficult
one for many of them, but they
finally recognized
that students
are competent enough to share in
the management of our lives.
. Stude~ts
on faculty
comnuttees Will not radically alter the
structure of the college. Decisions
will still be made at faculty meetmgs. The committees only recommend to the whole faculty.
Nevertheless, it is an exciting
movement towards a community
government in which all segments
of the College define mutual concerns and implement
Our goals
together.
I hope that this structure is not
static, that when I come to an
alumni council I will learn of new
modifications
in college governance. For as Bob Dylan said, "He
not busy being' born is busy
dyin' ."
So I would say the revolution
has begun at Connecticut College.
By revolution I mean the creation
of alternatives and this year we
have developed new and alternate
mechanisms for solving our problems.
Our revolution
came in the
form of a cooperative
college
governing structure which recognizes that we cannot mortgage our
future to an unchanging present.

WATCH
THIS
SPACE!

Friday afternoon,
larch 6 1
was given a tour of the first unit
of the Millstone nuclear power
plant by Mr. George Fox, 'uclear
Information
Manager for lonheast Utilities. What I was shown
was almost too much to comprehend-enormous
control
panels
with
hundreds
of monitoring
gauges, giant generators, condensors, pipes, valves, and 3 65-(oothigh reactor vessel encased in a
capsule with five-foot-thick
reinforced concrete walls, etc.
Mr. Fox also gave me statistics,
many of which were contradictory to those given in the March 3
SURVIVAL
column. In the following paragraphs,
I shall list
some of his statistics and argu·
ments, along with those of Larry
Bogart, Director of the Anti-Poilu·
tion League and the Citizens'
Committee
for
Environmental
Quality. You can decide whom
you want to believe.
Mr. Fox stated in a recent
letter in reply to the March 3
column that "there is no evidence
whatsoever"
to support the statemem that radioactive
effluence
from nuclear power plants "constitutes a grave health hazard".
Mr. Bogart cited the testimonies
of Drs. Goffman
and
Tamplin, which included recommendations
that the allowable
limit for the release of radioactive
material into the atmosphere be
lowered ten-fold. They also stated
that nuclear pollution could cause
an additional 14,000 cases of cancer per year. Goffman and Tamplin worked as research scientists at
the AEC's Livermore Radiation
Laboratory.
Mr. Fox argues that most of
the scientific staff at the lab are in
disagreement
with these conclusions, for reasons that are explained in an article which Mr.
Fox sent with the letter.
'
Mr. Bogart argues that as much
as 31.5 million curies will be
released
into
the alOlosphere
every year by the reactor. He
bases his statislic on a statement
that he maintains was made by

PENNelLA'S
RESTAURANT AND BAKERY

HECTOR'S
ARMY

- NAVY

60

Bank

OecDralld Cakes lor Birthday
Parlies and Olhr Fesli,ill"

STORE
St.

by Allen CirTolI
spokesmen for General Eleclflc
Corpcrauon.
The company
admilled Ihat the reactor it "as to
build for 'he Monticello power
plant in Mmnesol3 would release
one curie per second mto the air.
The
MiMosal.
power
plan',
according to Mr. Bogan, " nearly
identical 10 design 10 the lillstone
plant.
Both IJISlallatio", have conrracted General Electric to supply
their rea tors. (A lUally, the \\IJInesota plant will ha...
smaller
opera'ing capacuy ,h.n the MilIslone plan!.)
Mr. Fox state~ Ihat the allow.
able limit set by the AEC for Ihe
release of low-grade radiooclive
material inlo the air is 0.8 ci/~c
(curies per second). The maxi·
mum anticipated
release by the
nine Mile Poinl plant in
ew
York-also
nearly identical to the
Millstone plant-is
only .000045

IlSIICS, pro or con, rn IhlS area art,
of course, .el) d,fflCUlt 10 comp~e .nd docu .... nt.) tr. Bogar!
.bo notes rhe pheno .... non of
biological rtconcenuallon,
Vi. hi h
IS • lendency of Org.301vns "hh:h
occur htg/ter 10 the -food chain"
10 aL:cUmulalt greater
oncentralion' of rad.t03 me m3ltnal than
those \l.ilh a lower posmon In the
chain,
\lr. Fox staled that "the possrbiltty (for • large-scale
nu ·Ie r
accident) does nOI exi I'" \\ ilh the
hlblone
reactor,
He contends
that the report "hich
.... rted
thaI there wa> • poutbiltl)'
of
such an ae idem \I."3.s discussing
'~unconlalOed" reacton_ The ttll·
stone reactor is naturally qUilt
well contained.
Mr. Fox also noted that I ""'
in error when I stated that there
would be a 23 degree rise 10 the
water used for cooling purposes.
The "'3ter lemperalure will actucifsec.
Mr. Fox also maintains lhat a ally be raised 25 degrees. He also
has staled that
ortheast Utililies
fencepost on the border of the
plant grounds will be exposed to will comply wilh governmental
regulations
concerning
thermal
only one percent of the maximum
"enrichmenl" -even
if it means
allowable dosage of "rems" (roetgen equivalent, man) per year. Mr. building expen ive cooling lOWers.
Hopefully, these regulations will
Bogart says thal these predictions
coincide
with '''nalural
regulaare based on assumptions
that
tion ", which are unwritten
but
filtering systems in the plant will
probably qUIte stringent.
be working perfecting
100% of
These are just a few of Ihe
the time, and that weather condiconfusing "facts".
It looks as if
tions are always ideal.
we will be the guinea pigs in
Northeast Utilities believes that
determining which side is correct.
people living near the power plant
During the tour of the power
will receive more radiation from
plant, I remarked thal I was awed.
watching television than from the
Mr. Fox replied with an explanareactor. M r. Bogart replies lhat
tion that went roughly, "What
any radiation in the environment
is harmful-whether
it be from man has achieved!"
lIere's hoping lhat we know
televisions, nuclear power plants
or the sun. Mr. Fox suggests lhat exactly what we have achieved.
OTE: This is, as far as I know,
if one is really about the danger
from radiation, he should live in a the last of the articles concerning
the M iIlslone
uclear Power for
cave to avoid the natural backthe time being, at least.
ground radiation.
For more information concern·
Mr. Bogart cites testimonies of
ing SURVIVAL or nuclear power,
various scientists who maintain
that the oceans should lake no write to SURVIVAL, box 1801.
Meetings of the group from nOW
more radiation, and that as many
on will be held in the lecture
as 29,000 deaths may have oc·
r00111 in Hale Hall, Thursdays at
curred last year as a result of

radiation

accumulation. (Any sta·

6:30 P.M.
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E\ ILA 0
D.
O\l\IlTIEE
(Conlioued from Pag<>5, Col. 5)
fa tland f.mil} holdings m \Ii ,.s·
PP' bring in 15.000. year In
Fodera! 'Ilbsldl" for land lerr Idle.
The senator'
annual income .IS
appro 1013ftl) I quarter of 3 milhon dollars.
\1" hildren in SUOnO" er
Count) grow up In families with
IOU! mcome
under
1.000 a
)e3r. taids tam
II week. cotton boppe" 3. d.} •• nd traclor drrcers, the elite of the black
labor force 6. day. \lost bla ks
don'.
re.
E tland's pa t uuerest in the
medl' include a lengthy campaign IR 1956 again t the ew
)'QTk
Tmlfs. \\ hich once computed thaI he had bo"led up 111
ch it righl bill in commi"ee_
Eastland's definition of a cooperalh'e wltness seems 10 depend
on the Yo ilness. When (he late
Sena lor Estes Kefauver sub·
poenaed cost data from four
major leel companies, Easlland
supported (he companies refusal
to produce the materials saying "I
don't blame you 31 all."
OCATIO S
(Conlinued from Page I, Col. 5)

CO

guidance for blacks, both on and
off campus, mentioned Dr. Williams. There must be increased
recruilment
of underprivileged
blacks. coupled with massive
scholarship programs.
Moreover, the institutions of
higher education must expand in
order to accommodate the in·
creased black enrollment.
To
bring about this increased enroll·
ment, colleges must revise their
admission requirements. Ghettos
cannot produce students com·
parable to white middle-class students. The middle-class lesting
systems and qualifications
de·
manded by most colleges today

ON CAMPUS
MRY

TUESDAY AND FRIDAY

lROY~
LAUNDERING
DRY CLEANING
COLO fUR STORAGE

. L.lA ~
~

---

Ever since
you were
a tiny girl,
you've dreamed
ofaJune
wedding.
The Summer
issue of

MODERN
BRIDE
make your
dream
come
Perfectly
true.
At your
lIewsstalld

/lOW!

exclude the majority of blacks,
a erted \ illiams.
.
The solut ion here is once agam
not to lower the standards, ~~t to
set up different ones, Wilhams
said. Most blacks come from a
different background and way of
life Ihan whiles, and this difference should not be held against
them. II should be respected.
In the struggle for reforms such
as these. Williams concluded,
blacks have had to adopt an attrtude of being black first and being
American when they can afford
10' and "America cannot afford to
Ie; that go on much longer."

CO SPIRACY
(Conlinued from Page I, Col. 3)

The Rutgers Student Chapter
narn 10 the summer of 19.69 a~d of the National Lawyers GUild IS
played an important part ID gaID now involved in a campaign to
.
the release of three downe ct interest prospective college graduIDg.
·1 ts He is presently
Amencan pi 0..
of the ates in becoming lawyers for poor
the National coordmator.
and working class people. Rutgers
New Mobilization Committee ~~ has a large percentage of black law
E d the War in Vietnam. DavIS
students, one of the lowest stun h.In light of all his first·hand
ratios among law
speec "
.
b bl be one dent/faculty
experience will pro a y
schools, a distingUished faculty,
of the poli'tical highlights on Con- and a low tuition-$500
a. year.
necticut's campus this year. .
There is no tuition differential for
The trial itself was a highly
out-of-state students. For more
complex and controversial Is~ue,
information, write to Rutgers Stuand it has raised many salIent
dent Chapter, The National Lawlegalistic questions. But perhaps
yers Guild, Rutgers Law School,
one of the most aU·encompassmg
180 University Avenue, Newark,
remarks that addressed itself to
New
Jersey, 07102.
this entire affair was made by o.ne
of the trial spectators. wl~~ said,
IT'S YOUR FREE STORE
"All of America is on trial.

Ralph Nader will speak at 'rUniversity of Haltford
at 8t~~
p.m. Wednesday, March 18 i ·i
. I Educati
, n t,e
PI :yslca
ucatl~!l Center. He
will speak on
Environm
ental
Hazards:
Man-Made
and M
di
d"
F
h
Rerne reo.
or t e general an.
b
lie, 300 tickets at $1 WillPub'
available.
e

and Froindes were acquitted on
all charges. All the defendants
were released after two weeks in
jail, having appealed Judge Hoffman's refusal to grant bail.
The day the Chicago 8 were
sentenced,
Rennie Divis was
quoted in The ew York Times as
saying, "My jury will be in the
streets allover this country, and It
will keep voting for the five years
you are going to put me away."
The controversial proceedings of
this Irial and most especially the
jury's verdict and Judge Hoffman's sentences have initiated
spontaneous
uprisings in such
cities as Pittsburg, Chicago, San
Francisco,
ew York, Boston,
Seallle,
Washington
D.C.,
Witchita, East Lansing, Hartford
and Santa Barbara.
Rennie Davis, 29 and son of a
former White House economic advisor, is a graduate of Oberlin and
the University of Illinois. Davis,
one of the early student activists
of the sixties, visited North Viet-
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FOREIGN STUDIES
SUMMER SCHOOLS IN:

(June 30-Au9.
PARiS
(June 19-July 30)

MR. G's RESTAURANT

LONDON
MOSCOW

FLORENCE

(June 19-July

11)

301

(June 25-Au9.

17)

FEATURING HELLENIC FOODS
452 Williams Street
New London, Conn.
Telephone 447·0400

f'rll'

Setvltl

Open 7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Renaldi's Mobil Station
Motor Tun.. Up
24 Hour Wrack., Service
466 Williams St.

Open to undergraduate men and women
will center on Renaissance Italy, 18th Century England,
France, 17th Century French Classicism, and Studies in
and Soviet Culture.
Florence, London, Paris - $750
includes room, board, tuition and excursions
Moscow - $1600
includes airfare, room, board, tuition, weekend
excursions, two-week trip.to Caucasus and Central Asia
Classes taught in English by Sarah Lawrence faculty and guest
teachers. Intensive language courses in Italian, French and
Russian available.
Acceptances are made on a rolling admission basis. Application
by April 15 is recommended.
Courses
Modern
Russian
Costs:

FURTHER INFORMA TlON IS A VAILABLE

FROM:

The Foreign Studies Office, Sarah lawrence
N.Y. 10708

College, Bronxville,

if you want a
summer job, call
Manpower®.
• The ply I. good.
• You can work when you please.
• The experience

will help you laler on.

That sound you hear is Opportunity, knocking.
I~you have some secretariat skills we'll put you
to work. If you can type, operate various office
machines or handle some stenography ... knock
knock knock.
In 400 offices throughout the United States
Manpower specializes in finding the right peo.
pie to do the temporary jobs that have to be
done. We've been at it for 21 years, so we know
what you're looking for. Why not deal with the
best When you're homeon vacation come on in.
Knock knock knock knock,

MANP€f)WER~
TEMPORARY HELP SERVICES

An Equal OpportunIty Employer

But what is more relevant today than
COMMUNICATION?
Think. You can communicate all the way
across the country for just 85¢ plus tax
between 5 and 11 p.m. ,weeknights for
calls you dial yourself without operator
assistance. It's only 70¢ Saturdays,
up to 5 p.m. on Sunday.
COMMUNICATION
all about.

- It's

and

what we're

@ Southern New England Telephone

